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Abstract

This article presents a method for collision handling applied to the
semi�rigid mass�spring cloth model formerly described in �Pro����

This method deals with the four main di�culties encountered in
collision handling� The �rst is collision detection� The second is
optimization of collision detection� which is otherwise excessively time
consuming� The third is collision response� The fourth is conservation of
collision consistency� The latter is discussed in detail� and related to cases
of interfering multiple collisions� An original method for computation of
collision response in this case of multiple collisions is presented� providing
a robust conservation of collision consistency�

Results obtained with this approach� in the case of building real
garments on a mannequin� are presented and validate our cloth model
and collision handling method�

Introduction

Collision handling was 
rst considered in the case of colliding rigid objects
�MW��� Bar��� However� cloth animation required the study of the more general
case of collisions between deformable surfaces� Cloth models� like our semi�rigid
mass�spring model �Pro��� describe the inherent mechanical behavior of the
matter of woven fabrics� when submitted to forces of various nature� However�
they do not include forces designed to avoid collisions as in �TPBF�� or in
�LMTT��� More generally� it does not tackle the problem of contact�

The phenomenon of contact is of a completely di�erent nature from
internal mechanical behavior� and it is natural to handle it with a di�erent
method� In �CYMTT��� a new method inspired from �inverse dynamics�
methods is proposed for collision response computation� This method applies
the macroscopic Coulombian laws of friction to the case of a cloth model� This



is much more adapted than using an arti
cial repulsing force� It is also later
used in �LKC���

But in order to handle collision response� the colliding elements of the
meshes of the colliding objects must be detected� The main problem of this
collision detection is that it requires a very important computation time�

There are di�erent ways to carry out this collision detection� so as to
reduce computation time� Some methods can just locate at each iteration the
regions where meshes interpenetrate� and then modify these regions so that
interpenetration is avoided� as in �VMT��� The advantage is that really fast
algorithms can be implemented in this case� The drawback is that if objects
have a very high velocity and if the time�step is too large� some objects may
cross each other completely while no collision will have been detected�

Another way is to detect whether collisions occur or not during each time�

step interval� as in �LMTT��� LKC��� This is more time�consuming but more
accurate� Optimizations are however possible� and some are presented in this
article�

Finally� another problem of collision handling is that methods always
consider individual collisions between two elements of the meshes implied� They
do not handle all simultaneous collisions as a whole� As explained in this
article� this leads to collision inconsistency� i�e� collision detection and response
computation as described above does not succeed in avoiding all interpenetration�
This is not only due to numerical inaccuracies �as explained in �VMT���� but
also to the fact that multiple collisions may interfere with each other� and the
individual treatment of these collisions is not su�cient to solve them� as will be
detailed later�

However� Volino et al �VMT��� VCMT�� propose an interesting and
e�cient method for solving this collision consistency problem� This present
article presents an alternative method� which circumscribes zones where these
multiple interfering collisions occur� and handle them in a speci
c way to solve
completely the collision response problem�

This paper will be structured as follows� we will 
rst present our collision
detection method� then the optimizations of this detection� we will explain how
we tackle the simple collision response problem� and 
nally the multiple collision
response problem� in order to keep collision consistency�

� Collision detection

The general case of collision handling is the one involving a cloth object and
another moving object of the scene� A particular case is the case of self�
collisions� i�e� collisions of the deformable cloth object with itself� Regarding
both detection and response� both cases are basically handled in the same way�
the only di�erence lies in the optimization of self�collision detection described
in ���� Therefore� in this section we will not make any di�erence between self�
collision and collision between two di�erent objects� Also� we will only deal in
this paper with objects represented by a set of triangles�



Let t� be an instant when there is no interpenetration between the cloth
and the object� Consider a time interval �t�� t� � �t� Knowing the positions
and velocities of each node of our model at time t�� it is possible to compute its
position at time t� ��t� Collision detection then consists in 
nding out if one
or more collisions occurred during this interval�

These collisions can be of two types�

� either a node of one of the mesh went through a triangle of the other mesh
��point�triangle� collision��

� or the edge of a triangle of one of the mesh went through another edge of
the other mesh ��edge�edge� collision��

Note that the numerical integration used in our model is the explicit Euler
method �see �Pro�� for more details�� The approximation of this integration is
that� during the interval �t�� t� � �t� each node moves at a constant velocity�
This feature is very important for our collision detection method�

��� �Point�triangle� collision

Let P �t� be the moving point� and A�t�� B�t�� C�t� the vertices of the moving

triangle� Let also
��
V �

��
V A�

��
V B �

��
V C be their respective constant velocities

during �t�� t���t� We have of course� A�t� � A�t���t
��
V A� B�t� � B�t���t

��
V B �

C�t� � C�t�� � t
��
V C �

If there is collision� then the point P �t� will belong to the triangleABC�t��
This can be written using the following relation�

� t � �t�� t� ��t such that

�u� v � ��� �� u� v � ��
��
AP �t� � u

��
AB�t� � v

��
AC�t�

���

Unfortunately� this vectorial equation yields a non linear system of
equations� In order to solve this system� another condition expressing that
point P belongs to ABC can be used� Indeed� since the vectorial product
��
N �t� �

��
AB�t� �

��
AC�t� is perpendicular to the plane of triangle ABC� the

following relation will be satis
ed at the time of collision�
��
AP �t� �

��
N �t� � �

This new relation is necessary� though not su�cient� it only means
that A� B� C and P are coplanar� It is nevertheless useful since it allows the
determination of collision time t in a straightforward way�

��
N �t� is a t� term�

��
AP �t� is a t term� and their dot product yields therefore a third degree equation
that can be solved easily� Three values of t can yet be obtained� among which
only those belonging to the interval �t�� t� ��t can correspond to a collision�

In order to check whether these values of t really correspond to a collision�
and not only to coplanarities� they are injected back in equation � � which then
becomes a linear system ��

If several values of �t� u� v� are solutions to the system� the only collision
that we must consider is the one that occurred the soonest� i�e� the one
corresponding to the smallest value of t�



��� �Edge�edge� collision

What is concerned here is the detection of a collision� during interval �t�� t���t�
between an edge of the cloth and an edge of the moving object�

Let AB�t� be the 
rst edge and CD�t� be the other one� This time� there
will be collision if and only if�

� t � �t�� t� ��t so that

�u� v � ��� �� u
��
AB�t� � v

��
CD�t�

���

Like before� this leads us to a non linear system� Another relation can
nevertheless be used once more in order to 
nd out the value of t without solving
the general system above� At the time of collision indeed� the four point A� B�
C� D will also lie in a same plane� which can be written�

�
��
AB�t� �

��
CD�t�� �

��
AC�t� � � �	�

This relation yields once again a third degree equation� and allows to
compute u and v after having injected t in equation �� It can thus be detected
whether a collision occurred or not�

� Collision detection optimization

��� Bounding boxes hierarchy

Collision handling� and especially collision detection� is the most time�consuming
part in cloth animation� Indeed� the collision detection between a cloth model
with N mass points and an object of the scene with M nodes has a O�MN�
complexity� The self�collision detection has a O�N�� complexity� As soon as we
must deal with signi
cantly discretized meshes� this complexity becomes very
limitative� and there is a need to reduce it�

We implemented a 
rst simple optimization which consists in dividing the
piece of fabric recursively in zones imbricating with each other� The criterion
for this recursive partitioning of the triangles of the cloth object is their position
in the �D texture space� At each iteration� a bounding box of these zones
can be computed� Then� the collision detection algorithm can be signi
cantly
improved by parsing the bounding box tree while eliminating rapidly collisions
tests between elements that belong to two zones whose bounding boxes do not
intersect� In order to be accurate� the bounding box of each zone does not only
bound the position of the zone at iteration t� ��t� but both its positions at t�
and t� ��t�

��� Surface curvature and self�collision detection

In the case of self�collision detection� another optimization� inspired from
�VMT��� has been implemented�



This optimization is based on the following property� when a given zone
�provided it is connex�� has a su�ciently �low curvature�� it cannot self�intersect�
and all the zones it includes do not intersect with each other�

α

Figure �� Cone including normals to triangles of a zone of the cloth surface�

The �curvature� of a zone will be in our case evaluated by the set of
normals of the triangle belonging to the zone �
gure ��� We compute a cone
which includes these normals� and the angle � at its vertex is su�cient to build
a test that discriminates zones that cannot self�intersect and zones that may� if
� � �� the zone cannot self�intersect�

Cones are computed using the hierarchical tree described in previous
section �the tree is therefore not reconstructed at each time step��
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Figure �� Cone �angle �� enclosing its two �descendant� cones in the hierarchical
tree �angles �� and ����

At the bottom of the tree� each leaf node has a single normal� and
therefore � � �� the axis vector of the cone is the normal of the triangle� Then
for each tree node for which the cones of its two descendants are known� the
cone is computed using the two angles of the descendant cones� �� and ��� and
the angle � between the two axes of the descendant cones� The axis vector is
computed as the mean vector of the two axis vectors of the descendant cones�
The new angle � is then computed as� � � ��� �max���� ��� �
gure ���

This is of course only valid if the two descendant zones of each node are
adjacent� The hierarchical tree described in section ��� veri
es this property in
most cases� Cases of non�adjacency would only occur if the �D contour of the
cloth object were severely non�convex� It never happened in our simulations�
even when modeling clothes using real clothes patterns �see section �����

With this technique� it is possible to avoid unnecessary self�collision
tests in whole branches of the tree provided they correspond to a zone with

�As mentioned in �VMT���� this condition is theoretically not su�cient� It always has been
su�cient in practice in the cases we needed to model�



a su�ciently low curvature� At the beginning of an animation for instance� if
the piece of cloth is almost �at� no self�collision tests are computed at all�

� Collision response

��� Contact and friction

When two objects collide� there is a time at which they are in contact�� General
macroscopic laws of friction describe the forces that are applied to each of the
objects when they are in contact� These Coulombian laws can be written as
follows�

Consider a mass point P in contact with a motionless rigid surface� at a
point H of this surface� Let

��
N be a unit normal of the surface at point H � Let

��
F be the force applied to P in order to keep the contact� Let

��
F N � �

��
F �

��
N �

��
N

be the component of
��
F perpendicular to the surface and

��
F T �

��
F �

��
F N its

tangential component�
The laws of friction are�

� if k
��
F T k � kfk

��
F Nk� there is sliding contact� with friction� i�e� the

point moves parallel to the surface� under the action of a force
��
F s �

��
F T � kfk

��
F Nk��u T � where ��u T �

��
F T �k

��
F T k �

� if k
��
F T k � kfk

��
F Nk� there is non�sliding contact� the point remains

motionless�
��
F s � ��

kf is called the friction coe�cient �kf � IR��� Note that if kf � �� there
is sliding with no friction� and if kf � 	� there is necessarily no sliding at all�
This coe�cient is characteristic of the fabric�s friction behavior� It has to be
speci
ed with its other characteristics �sti�ness� elongation rate� it etc���

In our model� these macroscopic laws of contact are adapted to the situ�
ation of collisions� They can indeed not be applied as such in a straightforward
way� since the situation of contact occurs during an in�nitely small time interval�
This situation is at the limit of validity of Coulombian friction laws�

Consider a �point�triangle� collision where the triangle is motionless� The
force generated by the impact of the point on the triangle �and vice�versa� is an
unknown� Only the velocity ��v of the point before the shock is known� If ��v � is
its velocity after the shock� then the acceleration of the point during �t�� t���t
could approximated to ���v ����v ���t� and the force applied to this point by the

triangle to
��
F c � ����v ����v ���t� But the thing is that ��v � is precisely what we

have to determine� and is therefore also an unknown�
In order to solve this problem� we need to make an approximation so that

the force generated by the impact can be evaluated� This approximation consists
in considering that the forces implied are proportional to velocities� since it is
obvious that the greater the impact velocity� the greater the force generated�

�We will consider in this section that the collision is perfectly inelastic� i�e� that there is no
�bouncing� e	ect�



Whatever the coe�cient of proportionality� the laws of friction described above
can then be exactly rewritten by replacing

��
F with ��v and

��
F s by ��v

��

These relations therefore give us the velocity of the point right after

collision against the triangle� Since the velocity of the point should be constant
during �t�� t� � �t� the algorithm simply replaces the velocity ��v of the point
during the interval by ��v � and computes the corresponding trajectory from P �t��
to P �t� � �t�� This is actually equivalent to considering that the collision
precisely takes place at t�� whatever the collision time t � �t�� t� � �t that
had been computed in the collision detection process�

��� Impact and dissipation

Another phenomenon during a collision is impact �in opposition to contact�
and the collateral �bouncing� e�ect� During an �elastic� collision� there is no
dissipation of energy at all� During an �inelastic� collision� there is such a
dissipation� and a �perfectly inelastic� collision is a collision where the entire
energy is dissipated�

This can be expressed with simple empirical relations� With the same
notations as before� the velocity of the point P colliding the motionless triangle
becomes after the shock� ��v � � ��v T � kd��v N � where kd is the dissipation
coe�cient �� � kd � ��� This coe�cient is also part of the mechanical
characteristics of the fabric�

��� Total response

In the general case� the velocity ��v � ��v T ���v N of a point P before its collision
with a motionless object therefore becomes after the collision�

��
�

If k��v T k � kfk��v Nk� ��v � � ��v T � kfk��v Nk
��v T
k��v T k

� kd��v N

If k��v T k � kfk��v Nk� ��v � � �kd��v N

���

In the case of moving objects� these relations are only applied to velocities
once computed in a reference frame moving at the velocity of the center of mass

of the object� In the case of self�collisions� the velocities are computed in a
reference frame moving at the velocity of the center of mass of all elements
involved in the collision �the point and the triangle� or the two edges��

In order to decompose the initial velocity of each mass point between its
normal and tangential components� the normal used is the normal of the triangle
at time t� in the case of a �point�triangle� collision� In the case of an �edge�
edge� collision� the normal chosen is the result of the vectorial product of the
two edges�



� Consistency of multiple collisions

��� Multiple collisions

The collision handling algorithm presented so far is in fact insu�cient for
avoiding every case of self�penetration during a cloth animation� This collision
algorithm indeed tackles only the problem of collisions between a couple of two
elements� point and triangle� or edge and edge� These collisions are handled
independently from each other� whereas in fact more than two of these elements
may interfere with each other during a collision� over a time�step �t�� t� � �t�
Each computation of a collision modi
es the positions of the points it involves�
and it also modi
es therefore the position of all the triangles and edges linked
to these points� not only the ones directly involved in the collision� But
nothing guarantees that these modi
cations did not create any other unpredicted
collisions � � � If this is the case� we will say that there are multiple collisions�

An interesting method for maintaining collision consistency can be found
in �VMT��� Our alternative method is based on the determination of the
zones where these multiple collisions appear� and on handling their collisions
speci
cally� with a new hypothesis of collision�

��� Determination of a �zone of impact�

The collision handling algorithm basically involves the position of the cloth
model at time t� and its position at t� � �t� Once collisions are handled� the
computation of collision response has altered the position of the cloth at time
t� ��t�

In order to 
nd out whether this computation has created new collision
situations� a 
rst thing to do can be to carry out one more collision detection�
If the result of this detection is that there is no new collision� the algorithm can
switch to the next time�step� If on the contrary new cases of collision appeared�
it could also be possible to carry out another collision response computation�
and then iterate� However� this iterative method is not guaranteed to converge�

The 
rst phase of our method will be therefore to circumscribe all the
points of the mesh that are involved in multiple interfering collisions� The
iterative method described above will be used� with the aim to memorize at
each iteration the set of points that are �linked�� either because they take part
in a same �point�triangle� or �edge�edge� collision� or because they take part in
two di�erent collisions that involve one or more points in common�

At each iteration� these sets of points� that we will name zones of impact�
are likely to grow when new collision situations appear �see 
gure 	�� During this
growing process� if two zones of impact happen to include one or more points in
common� they are merged so that they form a single larger zone of impact� The
iterative method stops when all zones of impact stop to grow and remain stable�
they are circumscribed�

This time� this method converges� since zones where multiple collisions
occur are generally local� Moreover� even if it is not the case� zones of impact can



Figure 	� Iterative circumscription of zone of impact �cross�section view��

only grow to the point that they all have merged and have eventually included
the whole cloth mesh� This ensures that there will never be an in
nite loop�

��� Hypothesis of perfectly inelastic impact and non�

sliding contact

The mere determination of zones of impact does not solve the handling of
multiple collisions� The idea is to handle this zone of impact in a speci
c way
so that no interpenetration occurs within the zone�

Note 
rst that collisions occur between the time t� and the time t���t�
and it is guaranteed that there is no interpenetration yet at time t�� Also� zones
of impact are made of di�erent elements of the mesh that interfere through
multiple collisions� in a certain way� their movement is made di�cult by these
collision interferences� since they are all in contact with each other�

The idea is then to consider that all these imbricated elements will not be
able to move but �as a whole�� that is to say while remaining 
xed with respect
to each other� so that no collision occurrence may appear within the zone� This
hypothesis of displacement is actually equivalent to suppose that within the zone�
collision response consists in a perfectly inelastic impact and non�sliding contact�
This is justi
ed by the fact that� movement being made di�cult by collision
interferences� there is no possibility of any bouncing or gliding inside the zone�

Zones of impact eventually act as rigid objects during time�step �t�� t� �

�t� Their displacement is characterized by a group velocity
��
V G and a group

angular velocity
��
� G�

��
V G is computed as the mean velocity� of the n points of the zone of

impact Zc�

��
V G �

�

n

X
M�Zc

��
V M

��
� G is computed for instance by reference to the geometric center G of

�For simplicity� points are all supposed to have the same mass
 if it is not the case� then
group velocities should be computed by reference to the center of mass�



Zc� �����
����

��
OG �

�

n

X
M�Zc

���
OM

��
� G �

�

n

X
M�Zc

���
GM � �

��
V M �

��
V G�

k
���
GMk�

The collision response for allM in Zc is therefore given by its new velocity�


M � Zc�
��
V �
M �

��
V G �

��
� G �

���
GM

��� Iteration

The hypothesis described above guarantees that no interpenetration will occur
within each zone of impact during �t�� t���t� However� to be accurate� nothing
guarantees that the computation of their displacement do not create new collision
occurrences at their boundaries� In order to be completely sure that this will not
happen� the iterative circumscription of zones of impact must be coupled with
the speci
c computation of collision response within these zones� The algorithm
can be therefore divided in three phases�

�� The initial phase consists in detecting �point�triangle� and �edge�edge�
collisions and computing their response without taking into account zones
of impact�

�� The second phase consists 
rst in carrying out another collision detection
and memorizing zones of impact if new collisions appeared� Then� a speci
c
collision response of detected zones of impact is computed�

	� The third phase consists in iterating the second phase� making zones of
impact grow or merge if necessary� until no new collision is detected�

This time again� this iterative method converges since zones of impact
are most of the time local� If it were not the case �for instance if the cloth were
all rumpled and rolled in a ball�� all zones of impact would merge and eventually
include the whole cloth� convergence would be however guaranteed�

Note that this iterative method takes place at each time�step� Once zones
of contact have been successfully circumscribed and collision response has been
fully solved� any memory of these zones of contact is erased� and they have to
be computed again at the next time�step� It may then happen that the cloth
object evolves in a way that new forces tend to separate some parts of the cloth
that were in a same zone of contact� These parts therefore no longer collide with
each other� They will hereafter not be included in a same zone of contact� unless
they collide again�

In practice� even in the severe collision case of the falling ribbon shown
in section ���� the crumpled zones unfold smoothly once it is mechanically and
dynamically possible for them to do so�



�a� Meshes �shirt ���� polygons �

trousers ���� � mannequin ��������

�b� Rendered
mannequin with
garments�

Figure �� Garment construction�

Results and conclusion

Our model has been used to simulate cases of cloth objects in various situations�
The most achieved example is certainly the realization of garments to dress a
virtual 	D mannequin� These garments are semi�automatically built using real

garment patterns given by Lectra Syst�emes� a specialized industry working in
the 
eld of computer�aided garment design� These patterns are then 
t on a
mannequin obtained from the scanning of a real person��

All collisions and self�collisions occurring during this garment construc�
tion have been successfully detected and handled� and no interpenetration of the
clothes and the mannequin took place� The computation required for the build�
ing of clothes such as the shirt or the trousers shown in 
gure � took between
one hour and a half to two hours for each� on a SGI Indigo �� This is still an im�
portant computation time� but it is right away lower than the time required by a
cloth modelist to build the real garment on a mannequin� Recent optimizations
of the algorithm� not implemented at the time of the results presented above�
allowed to decrease this computation time by �� �� They were also tested in the
critical case of a long ribbon colliding with a table and rumpling severely� The
computation took one hour for six seconds of animation on a Dec Alpha ��� ����

�The automatic cutting of patterns and �tting on the �D mannequin will be described in
detail in my Ph�D� report �Pro����



�a� Rumpled zone� �b� Unfolded ribbon after the colli�
sion�

Figure �� Falling ribbon ����� polygons��
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